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Inkdomi is a legendary figure in the Assiniboine culture. He takes a role similar to the Blackfeet’s Napi. Although Inkdomi claims to be the Creator of all things, he really is a trickster and a liar. Often, he takes the form of different animals and birds in order to play tricks on people. He does both good and bad things.

Stories about Inkdomi have been passed on from generation to generation, and many times one story will have several versions. Some of the stories are humorous and others are more serious.
Once, long ago, while Inkdomi was on a journey,
he saw a herd of buffalo.
He had been walking for two days
without anything to eat
and was very hungry.
Inkdomi began to think how he could kill one of the buffalo. Finally, he had an idea. As he walked toward the buffalo, he started to cry. The leader asked Inkdomi why he was crying. Inkdomi said, "The enemy killed my whole tribe. I am the only one left. My brothers, if you would help me, we could go and kill the enemy."
The leader asked Inkdomi how they could help him. Inkdomi said, "You can run fast and are strong. You can overtake the enemy and kill them."
The buffalo agreed to help. Inkdomi said, "First, you must close your eyes and follow me as I sing with my gourd. When I say to charge, all of you run as fast as you can. But your eyes must be closed."
Inkdomi led the buffalo toward a high cliff. As they got close, he said, "All right, charge!"
Inkdomi threw himself over the edge of the cliff. All of the buffalo followed, killing themselves when they hit the bottom.
Inkdomi had lots of meat then.
As he skinned the buffalo,
    a lame fox came along and said,
    "Can I help you, my brother?
I am so hungry.
I would like to help you
    so we could eat some of the meat right away."

Inkdomi said, "No, first take some tripe
to the creek and wash it.
We will eat it later."
Inkdomi gave the fox some tripe.
When the fox got to the creek,  
    he quickly washed the tripe  
    and ate it all up.
He went back and told Inkdomi a big fish  
    had taken the tripe away from him.
Inkdomi gave him some more tripe to wash.
Again the fox quickly washed the tripe,  
    ate it up and came back with the same story.
He did this several times,
    and each time Inkdomi gave him more tripe.
Finally, Inkdomi followed the fox to the creek.
Again the fox quickly washed the tripe
    and ate it all up.
About that time, Inkdomi went up to the fox
    and beat him up!
The fox left, crying as he walked along the creek. He met a wolf who asked him why he was crying. The fox told him what had happened.
The wolf said, "Don't worry, brother. We'll get even."
The wolf called together
    all of the flesh-eating animals
    and told them what to do.
So, the animals went to Inkdomi
    and told him some stories.
Inkdomi fell asleep.
While he was sleeping,
    they ate up all of his meat and left.
When Inkdomi woke up, all of the meat was gone.
Because of Inkdomi's trickery and greed,
    he wound up with nothing.
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